News Release
TSC acquires Avwatch, 2 August 2021
TSC is pleased to announce the formal acquisition of Avwatch as of 2 August 2021. Avwatch is
an innovative aviation company that has pioneered the use of new technologies in defense and
homeland security operations both domestically and overseas. Their work and expertise span
initial flight testing of new and emerging technologies to manufacturing mature hardware
solutions for domestic and foreign partners.
“Avwatch is a trusted, mission-oriented company that we couldn’t be more proud to have
join the TSC team as their culture of innovation and agility complements TSC while also
offering proven operational expertise. Avwatch plays a critical role in TSC’s near term and
future plans as we continue to grow and mature our portfolio of airborne solutions.”
-Brandon Wolfson, President/CEO of TSC
Avwatch maintains a fleet of aircraft for operational missions and support training as well as
flight testing and demonstration support. Avwatch makes innovative products to augment their
aircraft services, including the AERONet Assembly (designed to simplify MANET integrations
into a variety of platforms) and the Mobile Tracking System (for extending air-to-ground, air-toship datalinks). As experienced field operators and innovators, they are particularly adept at
working across multiple domains to provide mission solutions, services, rapid prototyping, and
products leading to successful long term fielded solutions.
“We are excited to join the TSC team and build off one another’s strengths to continue to
make a positive difference in our world.”
-Chris Kluckhuhn, CEO of Avwatch
Avwatch’s capabilities and offerings pair well with TSC’s existing ISR services programs and will
help accelerate the growth for TSC’s manned ISR capabilities and products. Avwatch brings
new maturity and capabilities to attack and grow opportunities.

About Technology Service Corporation: Technology Service Corporation (TSC) is an
employee-owned, high-technology company primarily engaged in providing engineering
services to the US Government. These services involve support of systems throughout their life
cycles from advanced concept development through operational support.
TSC has supported Federal Government, commercial, and international customers for over 50
years. Our Government customers include the US Military Services, Defense Agencies, and the
Federal Aviation Administration. TSC maintains offices in 11 locations nationwide.
For information on TSC and Avwatch, please email Technology Service Corporation at
contacttsc@tsc.com

